Abstract-In this paper we propose a framework for experimentally evaluating the dynamics of connected vehicle networks using production vehicles. Connected vehicle networks contain human-driven connected vehicles which use wireless vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication to transmit and receive messages, and connected automated vehicles that may use the received information to control their longitudinal motion. We use the developed framework to perform experiments on a connected vehicle network featuring two connected vehicles and one connected automated vehicle on public roads. The experiments show that by letting the connected automated vehicle utilize long-range connections we can benefit the traffic flow in connected vehicle networks. Lastly, we demonstrate that an analytical model of the connected vehicle network with matched parameters is able to reproduce the experimental results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication has the potential to enhance the environmental perception of automated vehicles, giving them information beyond-lineof-sight of sensors such as cameras, lidars, or radars. For example, connected vehicles in traffic are able to send and receive wireless messages over hundreds of meters [1] . An automated vehicle equipped with wireless V2X communication can then receive information from remote vehicles and thus be cognizant of large-scale traffic fluctuations. These socalled connected automated vehicles can then be designed to respond to these traffic fluctuations and improve congestion.
The merits of wireless connectivity in improving traffic flow have been extensively explored using analytical techniques and numerical simulations. In particular strategies using vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication such as cooperative adaptive cruise control (CACC) [2] - [4] and connected cruise control (CCC) [5] - [8] were proposed and analyzed using rigorous analytical methods, simulations, and smallscale experiments. The latter usually involved platoons of several vehicles on the road. Such experiments are not convenient for analyzing traffic patterns such as traveling waves, as these patterns emerge on a large scale.
A common technique employed to analyze traffic patterns is to put vehicle networks on a single-lane ring road [9] - [11] . This configuration allows traffic patterns to develop and then propagate around the ring for relatively small numbers of vehicles. Experiments with vehicles driving on ring roads also demonstrate that traffic patterns such as uniform flow and congestion waves can be recreated [12] , [13] . However, due to the fact that the vehicles are driving on a ring, the vehicle speeds in these experiments are not representative of typical freeway speed. Driving on a ring road at high speed introduces significant lateral dynamics, and drivers become focused on turning rather than following the car ahead.
In this paper we introduce an experimental framework for evaluating vehicle networks which allows for traffic pattern propagation but does not require vehicles to travel on a physical ring. We demonstrate via experiments on public roads that this framework can be implemented at realistic speed and we demonstrate the benefits of long-range V2V communication for connected vehicle networks. We also show that the experimental results agree with those obtained from simulating analytical models when the human parameters are matched to those of real drivers in the experiments.
The experimental setup that allows us to evaluate traffic patterns in connected vehicle networks without placing vehicles on a circular road is developed in Section II. The dynamical models of the human-driven and connected automated vehicles used in this experiment are presented in Section III. The experimental results are described and compared to model-matched simulations in Section IV. Finally, we summarize our findings and make remarks in Section V.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Since our goal is to study experimentally how long-range V2V communication may be utilized to change traffic patters we are interested in how vehicle velocity fluctuations propagate along vehicle chains. A common way in the literature to study such problems is to place N vehicles on a circular road of length L [10] , [14] , [15] . This leads to a periodic boundary condition as the N + 1-st and the 1-st vehicle become the same. Moreover, the average spacing of vehicles
can be controlled by adjusting the ring length L and/or the number of vehicles N . This setup may allow one to study traffic patterns such as uniform flow or traveling waves depending on parameters of the longitudinal dynamics and the average spacing (1). This setup was used in [12] to demonstrate the formation on traffic jams with human-driven vehicles while in [13] and automated vehicle was placed among human-driven cars and it was shown that it can mitigate congestion by keeping a large distance to its predecessor. However the speeds and vehicle spacings achieved in these experiments had to be kept low (below 10 [m/s]) in order to keep the lateral acceleration within a comfortable limit and allow drivers to focus on car following rather than steering. That is, this setup does not allow one to evaluate the traffic patterns for realistic speeds. In order to solve this problem we propose to use V2V connectivity in order to establish a periodic boundary condition without having vehicles to drive on a ring. The key idea is to allow the head vehicle of an open chain to observe the motion of the tail vehicle of the chain. Then by adding the ring length L to the longitudinal coordinate of the tail vehicle it can be virtually placed ahead of the head vehicle as illustrated in Figure 1 A,B for a three-vehicle chain. In this case, the head vehicle (yellow) is a connected automated vehicle which is followed by two human-driven connected vehicles (blue and black). Then using s 1 + L in the controllers of the connected automated vehicle the black car can be "placed" in front of it. This setup allows the human drivers of the blue and black vehicles to drive at realistic speed ranges while "closing the ring" via V2V communication.
Moreover, the established periodic boundary condition allows one to evaluate the impact of an automated vehicle in traffic flow for different ring lengths (as connectivity is only used to respond to the motion of one vehicle "ahead"). Indeed, this idea can be extended to multiple vehicles in the chain as shown in Figure 1 C where s 2 +L is also used in the controllers of the connected automated vehicle. This provides the simplest setup to evaluate the impact of a connected automated vehicle using beyond-line-of-sight information in traffic flow (as connectivity is used to respond to the motion of multiple vehicles "ahead").
In the forthcoming experiments wireless vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communication is realized using the devices shown in Figure 1 F. They consist of an electronic control unit and an antennae which transmits basic safety messages (BSM) using standardized Dedicated Short Range Communication protocol [16] , [17] . The information broadcasted includes position and velocity. The devices are powered through a 12
Volt power outlet and can be retrofitted to any conventional vehicle. The vehicles shown in Figure 1 E are equipped with such V2V devices. Moreover, the vehicle on the right is also capable of automated driving. In particular, the throttle and the brakes can be commanded based on the data received from the other vehicles via V2V communication.
III. LONGITUDINAL VEHICLE DYNAMICS
In this section we develop a model to describe human car following behavior. Then we showcase a controller for the connected automated vehicle (CAV) that is based on human car following but is able to respond to the motion of multiple vehicles ahead based on vehicle-to-vehicle communication.
Let us denote the position of the rear bumper of vehicle i by s i and its velocity by v i ; see Figure 1 A. We neglect effects of air drag, rolling resistance, and grade. Thus, for vehicle i the longitudinal dynamics are given bẏ
where the dot represents differentiation with respect to time t, u i represents the scaled driving force commanded by the vehicle operator, and the saturation function f sat represents the limits of the engine and brakes of the vehicle. In particular, we use 
A. Human Drivers
For human driven connected vehicles (black and blue vehicles in Figure 1 A) the driver observes the motion of the vehicle ahead and chooses the acceleration based on the headway (distance from its front bumper to the rear bumper of the preceding vehicle) and the relative velocity to the vehicle ahead. We use a model adopted from [9] , [15] and assume that the driver of vehicle i responds to the motion of the preceding vehicle using the nonlinear controller
where τ i represents the sum of the driver reaction time and the actuation delay while the α i and β i are control gains for the headway and relative velocity feedbacks, respectively. The headway feedback term in (4) involves the nonlinear function V i (h), called range policy or optimal velocity function [15] , which satisfies the following properties:
1) V i (h) is continuous and monotonically increasing (the more sparse the traffic is, the faster the vehicles want to travel). 2) V i (h) ≡ 0 for h ≤ h st,i (in dense traffic vehicles intend to stop).
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travel with the maximum speed).
These properties are satisfied by the function
Examples of this range policy function are given by the blue curves in Figure 2 A and B. The corresponding parameters are given as the mean values in the first two rows of Table I . These were determined from experiments by model matching as detailed in Section IV.
B. Connected Automated Vehicle
Here we consider a connected automated vehicle (CAV) using a controller inspired by human car following but extended so that it is able to utilize wireless information coming from beyond-line-of-sight. The feedback structure of the CAV controller is designed to reflect (4) in order to make it readily acceptable by its passengers and other road users [8] . The CAV responds to the connected vehicles in the network using the nonlinear controller
where τ a is the sum of the communication and actuation delays while the a, b 1 , and b 2 are control gains for the headway feedback term and relative velocity feedback terms according to configuration in Figure 1 D. Also, we design the piecewise linear range policy
with the parameters provided in the third row of Table I . The corresponding function is plotted in Figure 2 C. Such a design gives an intuitive interpretation to the middle section of the range policy. The reciprocal of the slope of the middle portion is given by κ = 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we show the experimental results of evaluating the benefits of long-range wireless communication on traffic patterns in the connected vehicle network using the framework detailed in Section II. We also demonstrate that the collected experimental data can be used to obtain specific parameters for the human car following model (4, 5) , and that dynamical models with these parameters replicate the experimental results.
We performed experiments on a straight public road where the connected automated vehicle was set up in a one car look ahead configuration (Figure 1 C) The experimental results for h * avg = 15 [m] show that the one car look ahead configuration results in oscillations in the vehicles' headways and velocities, whereas in the two car look ahead configuration, the vehicles approach uniform flow, where they keep constant headways and have constant velocity. This difference in traffic behavior was observed for several trials at this vehicle spacing when the network started from different initial conditions and was provided with different disturbances (which involved human driven car 1 performing a braking maneuver).
For h * avg = 25 [m], the oscillations in the one car look ahead configuration are less significant than for h * avg = 15 [m], while the two car look ahead configuration approaches a uniform flow similar to the h * avg = 15 [m] case. Again, such results we observed consistently for different initial conditions and different disturbances. In general the one car look ahead configuration was more prone to developing steady oscillations that the two-car-look ahead configuration, where oscillations were not as significant and only appeared as transients.
A. Model Matching and Simulations
To show that the traffic patterns observed in the experiment correspond to the ones observed in car following models, we select the parameters for the human car-following model (4,5) via a two-step model matching process.
In the first step we fit the range policy (5) to the experimental data to find h st,i , h go,i , and v max,i in the range policy (5) . To do this we select segments in the experimental data where the system was close to a uniform flow with vehicles traveling at roughly constant speed while maintaining constant headways (for example, see the third column Figure 3) . The headways and velocities corresponding to these steady states are plotted as grey dots in Figure 2 A and B for vehicles 1 and 2, respectively. The blue curves correspond to the fitted range policies, with the parameters given in the first two rows of Table I . . Black curves correspond to vehicle i = 1, blue curves correspond to vehicle i = 2, and green curves correspond to the CAV.
In the second step of the model-matching we select the appropriate gains α i , β i and time delay τ i for the human drivers in (4) . For simplicity, we assume both human drives have similar gains and delays, i.e., α i = α h , β i = β h , τ i = τ h , but, indeed, this step can be generalized to the scenario when these parameters are different for each driver. We select the gains and delays by minimizing two cost functions over a range of α h , β h and τ h .
The first cost function calculates the sum of squared differences between the measured and simulated headways and velocities for all cars:
This cost was averaged for all runs (14 total). The superscript "m" indicates measured quantities, whereas the unsubscripted headways and velocities denote data obtained by simulating the network Figure 1 B starting from the same initial condition. Here C is a constant, which we set to 1 [s 2 ]. The second cost function seeks to match the traffic patterns between the measurements and simulations:
where ∆v = 1 t set tset max i,j=1,2,3
gives the average speed difference between the fastest and the slowest moving vehicle in the connected vehicle network taken over a period of time t set when the network settled down to either uniform flow or steady oscillations. More specifically, for the experiments this period of time is taken as a time segment of at least 20 seconds where the trajectories either approach uniform flow, or exhibit constant amplitude oscillations. For the simulation results this segment is taken as the last 20 seconds of the simulation. Again, this cost was averaged for all 14 runs. Intuitively small ∆v correspond to the network being close to uniform flow, whereas large ∆v correspond to traffic congestion [10] , [14] , [15] . Again, the superscripts are used to distinguish experimental and simulated quantities as in (8) .
We select the gains α h , β h and the delay τ h for which the values of both of the above cost functions are sufficiently small. Figure 3 . Indeed, the simulations reproduce the experiments with high accuracy in both the one car look ahead and the two car look ahead scenarios. The simulations confirm that the two car look ahead configuration tends to uniform flow more so than the one car look ahead configuration. This highlights the benefits of long-range wireless communication in stabilizing traffic flow.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed an experimental evaluation framework for traffic patterns in connected vehicle networks at real-world vehicle speed ranges. We used this framework to demonstrate that connected automated vehicles utilizing long-range V2V connections may improve traffic flow. Lastly we showed that the results of these experiments can be reproduced by mathematical models. The established and validated experimental framework shown in this paper provides us with multiple new opportunities in studying connected vehicle networks. We seek to use the established experimental framework in subsequent experiments where we can study the effects of multiple connected automated vehicles on traffic patterns in larger connected vehicle networks. Also, results obtained from such experiments may yield realistic human driver models for large-scale simulations, which can be used to study the impact of connected and connected automated vehicles on traffic flow.
